INTERNSHIP IN ENGLISH CONTRACT
ENG 4071: Internship in English
Department of English and Modern Languages

Program: ELLL Discipline English Semester Spring 2016

Directing Professor: Dr. Jeff Schonberg

Student Name: Katy A. Gillen Student CID 81240492

Complete information below or attach syllabus with requested information highlighted.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF INTERNSHIP

This internship will focus on the question, “What role does English language instruction play in current Korean culture?” You should consider some of the following subquestions as you begin to develop your answer over the course of your time in Korea:

- Why has English developed into a “prestige” language in Korea?
- How does formal instruction in English reveal this prestige status?
- How does informal instruction in English reveal this prestige status?
- What subcultures in Korea (education, business, science, medicine, law, religion) further reveal this prestige status?

Answers to these questions will be based on both personal observations and interviews with appropriate sources in Korea (primary research). You may discover further questions during your experience.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES TO BE ACHIEVED

Develop and demonstrate a logical position (i.e. perspective, thesis, hypothesis) that acknowledges ambiguities or contradictions.

Develop, interpret, and express ideas through effective written communication.

Demonstrate intercultural competence.

Demonstrate the ability to evaluate choices, actions, and consequences as related to ethical decision-making.

HOW LEARNING OUTCOMES WILL BE ASSESSED

Research report to be submitted after return to ASU.

HOW FINAL GRADE WILL BE CALCULATED

Research report to be submitted after return to ASU.

SIGNATURES

Student: ____________________________________________

Directing Professor: ____________________________________________

Department Chair: ____________________________________________  Date: ____________________